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The Queensberry Initiative (QI) was 

awarded the Schools Project Award 
(Rural Schools) at the recent Lantra 

Awards. Lantra recognises 
initiatives which support outdoor 

learning and rural training.  Jamie 

Pape, Queensberry Initiative 
Development Officer, and Neil 

Miller, Principal Teacher Rural 
Skills, were delighted to travel to 

Dunblane Hydro to be presented 
with this prestigious award. 

The Queensberry Initiative has been 

at the forefront of rural learning 
opportunities for several years, working 

with the Buccleuch and Queensberry 
Estate, local businesses and the wider 

community.  QI links Wallace Hall 

Academy, its cluster primary schools and 
surrounding communities in order to 

enhance employability skills and to 
broaden learning opportunities.  

Through the provision of vocational courses, work placements, career mentoring and outdoor activity groups, 
pupils and staff from Wallace Hall Academy and its cluster primary schools have been able to benefit from the 

experiences QI offers. This Lantra Award represents national recognition of QI’s success and it is hoped that this 

recognition will lead to further opportunities for our young people. 

National Recognition for QI 

Our new S6 Office Bearers 
Our new S6 office bearers have been 

chosen and will take up their posts at the 
start of our new timetable in June.   

Following a rigorous process involving a 
written submission, an interview with the 

school’s Senior Management Team and a 

fiercely fought campaign, the successful 
candidates were elected as follows:  Head Boy - 

Robert Guthrie, Head Girl - Kathryn Park, 
Depute Head Boy - Michael Godridge and 

Depute Head Girl - Fleur Robinson. 
Barry Graham, Head Teacher, said: “I am 

delighted that so many of our current S5 pupils 

put themselves forward for selection with some 
very strong leaders emerging through the 

process.  I look forward to working with our 
new office bearers in June.” 

Photograph shows L-R Michael, Robert, Kathryn and Fleur 

Mr Pape, Kyle Graham, Mr Graham, James Wright and Mr Miller 
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One hundred and twenty three 

pupils from schools all over 
Dumfries and Galloway paid 

tribute to the Bard at the recent 
Southern Scottish Counties 

Burns Association regional school 

competition.  This is an annual 
event with fierce competition for 

the top prizes in the verse, song 
and instrumental categories. 

Seven pupils from Wallace Hall 
Academy (Catherine Anderson, Mollie 

Anderson, Justine Crosbie, Lucy Doig, 

Emily Kennedy, Nathan King and Mia 
Osborne) took part in the recitation 

section with many of them winning 
awards in the process. 

Lucy Doig, S3, managed to scoop 

the Association’s Millennium Cup for 
best secondary pupil in the recitation 

section. Moreover, Lucy also won best 

overall speaker. Lucy said: “It was 
great to take part in the competition 

and I enjoyed participating alongside 
friends. Mrs Sophia Harkness from 

Penpont has been working with me 

on my pronunciation of Burns and she 
has really supportive and helpful.  

There was a lot of preparation 
involved, but winning made it all 

worthwhile.”  
Catherine Anderson commented 

on the experience, saying: “It was 

great to listen to so many people 
reciting Burns and I thoroughly 

enjoyed taking part.”  
Lucy, Mollie and Justine now go 

on to represent the region at the 

finals in Prestwick Academy on 26th 
April.   

Recitation Honours 
report by Robert Guthrie 
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Planet Power 
Report by Grace Tait and Ellie Thorburn 

The topic we are currently focusing on Physics 
is space. As part of this topic, Mr Mack (our 

Physics teacher) challenged us to create a 
scale model of our solar system.  

We came up with the idea of making our scale 

model into a hat. Our hat included the eight planets 
hanging down from the ring that sat on your head.  

We asked Dr Fulton, Head of Physics, for his 
opinion on our models.  He said:  “I was delighted 

with the innovative way the class approached this 
task and they came up with some really interesting, 

creative ideas showing the formation of our solar 

system.” 

More than forty lucky pupils 

from S4 to S6 have had the 

chance to pick the brains of 
one of our local politicians 

recently. David Mundell, 
Conservative MP who serves 

Dumfriesshire, Clydesdale and 
Tweeddale, visited Wallace 

Hall Academy recently to 

speak to all of our students 
who study Higher Modern 

Studies.  

One of the key topic areas of 

the Modern Studies course 

involves looking at the duties of 
backbench MPs in the House of 

Parliament, Westminster. Mr 
Mundell was able to provide an 

informative insight into his daily 
life as a politician, both in London 

and in and around the local area. 

Pupils had the chance to quiz him 
on his role in parliamentary 

debates, his duties sitting on 

select committees and his role as 
Parliamentary Under-Secretary of 

State for Scotland. Kayla Kerr, one 
pupil who was involved in the Q&A 

session, said: "Interacting with 
David Mundell in a learning 

environment was fantastic. It 

further enhanced our knowledge 
of the work of a backbench MP 

which is sure to help us in our 
exam coming up this April."  

As well as speaking to our 

pupils about being an MP, he also 
came to advertise his fantastic 

internship opportunity whereby a 
couple of lucky pupils will gain full 

access to Westminster to shadow 
Mr Mundell for a week in London. 

If selected, students will visit The 

Scotland Office, Number 10 and 
have the chance to access areas 

of The Houses of Parliament – an 
excellent introduction to politics 

and journalism. Emma Stuart, 

Modern Studies teacher and 
organiser of Mr Mundell’s visit to 

WHA, said: “David Mundell’s visit 
provided an interesting insight into 

Westminster politics for our 

Modern Studies pupils. It was an 
excellent and unique learning 

experience.” 

Pinpointing politics in 

Higher Modern Studies 
report by Robert Guthrie 
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At the start of this term, 

Wallace Hall Primary School 
and Wallace Hall Academy 

merged to become a 3-18 
school.    Barry Graham, Head 

Teacher at Wallace Hall 

Academy, has been appointed 
as the Head Teacher for the 

new Wallace Hall 3-18 school. 
Mr Graham said:  “Prior to the 

merger there has been 

engagement with pupils, parents, 

members of staff and the wider 
school community, with the 

intention that the process was as 
smooth as possible.  The merger 

will benefit all of the students at 

Wallace Hall for the following 
reasons:  

• Research shows that 40% of 

children lose motivation and 
make no progress during the 

year after transition.  By 

removing this barrier our 
students will achieve more. 

• The 3-18 school will help 

take away the fear of the 
unknown because all 

students will be familiar with 

all parts of the building. 
• There are often differences 

between the primary and 

secondary subjects and a 
lack of specific information 

passing between schools 

relating to pupil abilities and 
achievements.  The 3-18 

school will also allow us to 
develop courses which will 

ensure that young people 

develop skills in literacy, 
numeracy and other 

curricular subjects in a 
progressive way.  We will be 

able to ensure that we can 
support pupils when we need 

to but also challenge them 

when they need to be 
challenged. 

“Overall, I am very positive 
about the opportunities the 3-18 

school will bring.   

“By working together we will 
ensure that Wallace Hall develops 

into a school of excellence.” 

Following her success at the 

regional final of the Rotary 
Young Chef of the Year 

competition, Ailsa Morton 
travelled to Livingston on the 

1st of February to represent 

Thornhill and District Rotary 
Club in the South Scotland 

final.   
Ailsa prepared a menu of 

spinach and goats cheese tartlets, 
roast salmon on a bed of crushed 

potatoes with roast tomatoes and 

asparagus finishing with a mango 
and raspberry chinchilla with mango 

coulis.   Although she didn’t win, 
Ailsa’s menu was praised by the 

judges for being well balanced and 

tasty. 
Miss Wilson, Home Economics 

teacher, said: “We were delighted 

at Ailsa’s success in the regional 

final and are proud that she 
represented the local area in the 

South Scotland final. Ailsa has had 
excellent support from Will, chef at 

the Buccleuch and Queensberry 

Arms hotel in Thornhill, and he has 
taken a great interest in her 

progress.”    
Ailsa said:  “I really enjoyed 

taking part in the Rotary Young 
Chef competition.  It was a great 

experience and will be very useful 

preparation for me as I hope to 
train as a Home Economics teacher 

when I leave school.  I would like to 
thank Will and Miss Wilson for all 

their help and support with my 

menu and presentation skills 
throughout the whole competition.” 

Ailsa finds  

flavour with 

the judges 

Wallace Hall becomes a 3-18 school 

Wallace Hall secondary and primary pupils working  

together on a project about housing - see our next  
newsletter for a full report and more pictures 
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This term’s Drama department 

presentation has involved 
Higher Drama Wallace Hall 

pupils performing ‘Journey to 
X’, a short play written by 

Nancy Harris.   

The play focuses on a group of 
friends who have formed a new 

band and are scheming about how 

to raise money to get to London to 
audition for the world’s biggest 

talent contest.  Their costumes, 

songs and fundraising techniques 
may divide opinion, but one of the 

girls has a far more important 
choice to make.  Their journey for 

fame and fortune is really a 

journey for something far less 
glamorous.   

The pupils dedicated their 
performance to Imogen Edwards 

and all proceeds have gone to 
Asthma Research. Learning Leader 

of Art, Music and Drama, Anna 

Beynon, said: “It is great to work 
with such a super, dedicated group 

of young people and witness their 

confidence, maturity and 
experience grow. I was really 

proud of all who took part and this 

performance was valuable practice 
for their Higher Drama acting 

exam.  Our next performance is 
Joan Littlewood’s Musical 

Entertainment “Oh What a Lovely 

War!” which is presented by 
arrangement with Samuel French 

Ltd.  This will take place on 
Thursday 19th June and Friday 20th 

June in the Bailey Hall at 7.30pm 
in Wallace Hall Academy.  Please 

phone Wallace Hall Academy if you 

would like to pre-order your 
ticket.” 

Journey to  
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Wallace Hall Academy's Rural 
Skills class visited the 

‘Supporting Your Ambition’ 
careers event held on 5th March 

at Easterbrook Hall, Dumfries.  

The visit was aimed at 
supporting our young people with 

career and further education choices 
specifically in relation to land-based 

industries. Students took the 

opportunity to speak to 
representatives from LANTRA 

(Sector Skills Council for Land-Based 
Industries and Aquaculture) and to 

find out about modern 
apprenticeships.   

Speakers at the event included 

Hugh McClymont from the SAC 
Crichton Royal Farm who inspired 

pupils by demonstrating some of the 
applications of modern technology in 

dairy and maize crop farming. 
Former WHA pupil Sam Haining 

spoke eloquently about her career 
path on the Crichton Farm and her 

future plans in the agricultural 

industry.  
Students then took part in three 

‘speed seminars’ led by local 
employers, addressing employment 

opportunities, interview preparation 

and CV writing.  
 At the end of the conference, 

pupils agreed they had an increased 
awareness of the opportunities for 

local employment and further 
education in land-based industries. 

They also enjoyed a rather delicious 

buffet lunch prepared by the 
Easterbrook Hall's head chef before 

returning to WHA.  

‘Supporting Your Ambition’ 

Conference at the  

Easterbrook Hall 

Photograph above shows Rural 

Skills pupil Dylan Mundell out on 
the Drumlanrig Estate learning 

more about a career in fencing. 

Cooking up  
a storm in the 

kitchen 
Our Home Economics students have been 
busy in class over the past few months.  Skills 

and techniques they have been learning 

include:  chopping, whisking, piping and the 
importance of good preparation.  In 

particular, the Hospitality pupils have been 
preparing for their final assignments.   

One of the highlights of the term was Pancake 

Day when the pupils enjoyed making and sampling 
their pancakes. 
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A team of First and Second Year pupils represented Wallace 

Hall Academy in the Regional Final of the United Kingdom 
Mathematics Trust held in Carlisle recently.   

The team, consisting of Scott Clancy, Molly Kitson, Marianne 
Nicholson and Aleksei Wishart finished 10th and believe they were the 

highest placed team from Dumfries and Galloway.  The pupils were 

picked by their class teacher due to their exceptional problem solving 
skills and they worked for a number of weeks during lunchtimes to 

prepare for the challenge. 
Chris Davidson, Learning Leader for Numeracy said:  “Our team did 

very well.  It was a very tough competition and the pupils were a credit 
to the school.” 

Photograph shows Mr Davidson with Marianne, Molly and Scott.   

To commemorate this year’s 

World Book Day, Wallace Hall 
pupils and staff have been 

celebrating books in a slightly 
different way. On Thursday the 

6th of March, pupils designed 

their own bookmarks and 
collected a £1 book voucher 

with some students taking part 
in a challenge to guess which 

book belonged to a member of 
staff.  

Miss Carson, Event Organiser, 

said:  “World Book Day at Wallace 
Hall was a fantastic whole school 

event.  We had lively assemblies 
which were run by my Higher 

English class and a whole school 

bookmark competition, with the 
most imaginative designs being 

made into real bookmarks for use in 
the school and being entered into a 

national competition.  We also 
created WHA’s top ten best reads 

for teens from all of the great book 

recommendations.”   
Also to celebrate World Book 

Day, pupils from Wallace Hall 
Nursery visited the academy library.  

Dressed as characters from their 

favourite books, the youngsters 
enjoyed a story read by Gillian 

Watret, our library’s Modern 
Apprentice.  They also spent some 

time having a look at all the books 

on display and meeting the pupils 
and staff who were in using the 

facility during their visit.  Photo 
collage on the left shows the 

nursery pupils in the library. 

Loony about Literature... 
report by Robert Guthrie 

… and Mad about Maths 
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At the YES (Young Enterprise 

Scotland) Awards in June, 
Ailie Bryson, Managing 

Director of Wallace Hall 

Academy’s Young Enterprise 
Company “Record Time”, was 

crowned the Institute of 
Directors  (IoD) Scotland 

Young Director of the Year 

2013.  As part of her prize, 
Ailie was invited to attend the 

IoD Scotland Annual 
Conference held in the world 

renowned Gleneagles Hotel in 
November. 

The theme of the conference 

was “Better directors, better 
business and a better 

economy”, and Ailie joined over 

130 Directors to listen to first 
class deliveries, debates and 

discussions from key speakers. 

Ailie then took to the stage to 
share her Young Enterprise 

Scotland experience with the 
delegates, describing her 

involvement with  Record Time - 

the business she established with 
her fellow Directors aimed at 

creating quality up-cycled 
products that were 

environmentally responsible as 
well as commercially viable. Ailie 

stated that:  “Record Time 

achieved and exceeded our 
expectations. Commitment, 

creativity and a hunger for 

success fuelled the profitability of 
the business, even in difficult 

times”. 

She went on to say that the 
YES experience taught “skills that 

cannot be learnt out of a textbook 
and will be vital in our future.” 

Speaking after the conference 

Ailie said: “The IoD Conference 
was very good.  I thoroughly 

enjoyed myself, despite the 
inevitable pre-presentation 

nerves.  Listening to the other 
speakers was definitely inspiring 

and informative.  During 

lunchtime and refreshments I also 
spoke to a variety of different 

business people and picked up a 
few business cards - which could 

be useful since I am studying 

business at university.  I feel 
extremely lucky to have had such 

a brilliant opportunity.” 
Grahame Arrowsmith, Business 

Studies teacher at Wallace Hall 
Academy, said:  “Ailie’s leadership 

and management skills really 

came to the fore with ‘Record 
Time’. In fact, in discussions with 

the judges at the national finals, 
they were of the opinion that she 

is the best that they have seen in 

the competition – which is praise 
indeed! We wish her the very best 

in her future studies and business 
career”. 

This year’s Young Enterprise 

group have moved into the world 
of fashion, using a ‘tye-dying’ 

process to create shirts with 
unique designs. DyeNamic is run 

by Alison Maxwell, Lewis Morrison 
and Luke Bell. They have had a 

very successful year selling their 

products at school and local 
events.  

See our next newsletter for a 
full report and pictures from the 

event. 

Young Director of the Year 
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This year’s group of sixth year 

Young Enterprise students have 
been using their creativity, 

design and entrepreneurial 
skills to make and sell tie-dye 

products. 
Alison Maxwell, Lewis Morrison 

and Luke Bell have taken their idea 

and operated in three market 
sectors to gain exposure for their 

products and promote the business. 
Initially, they experimented with 

various designs and 

combinations of colours and, 
after some less successful 

attempts, they arrived at 
a number of marketable 

products. They then set 

about manufacturing 
these in preparation for 

their first sales event at 
Wallace Hall. This proved 

enormously successful and 
generated profits for the group 

to purchase more dye and shirts 

for the next sales opportunity. 
This second venture involved the 

production of shirts to be sold 
outside the school – at Drumlanrig 

Christmas Market and Dumfries 

Market in the centre of the town. 
They braved low temperatures and 

some rain at these events, and this 
gave them a real experience of the 

resilience you need to run a 
successful business. 

Finally after Christmas, they 

undertook their third and most 
ambitious project. This was a 

workshop for students in the school 

to come along and create their own 
designs! They set up a number of 

workstations guiding the groups 
through the process: from the 

folding of the shirts, through the 
mixing of the dye, to the staining, 

rinsing and drying of the shirts. This 

proved a more challenging 
experience as they had to transfer 

their own 

skills to other people and ensure 

that quality products were 
produced. However, they pulled it 

off as everybody left with a good 

quality, unique design of their 
choice – at a far lower price than 

they would pay in the shops. 
They have gained enormously 

from the experience, and Mr 
Arrowsmith – their ‘Link Teacher’ – 

said “…from the start, they had a 

clear direction in which they wanted 
to go. Having this focus enabled 

them to concentrate on creating 

sales opportunities and ensuring 
that the product really delivered 

both quality and value for money 
for their customers. They have 

nurtured skills this year which will 

serve them well as they leave for 
university and their future careers”.  

Luke Bell, Production Manager 
and Creative Designer of Young 

Enterprise said:  “Production was a 
long, fiddly, time consuming 

process.  We were under strict time 

constraints and this made things 
pretty stressful.  However, the T –

shirts turned out well so in the end 
we were delighted with our product.  

Financial Director Alison Maxwell 

added:  “I tried to keep on top of 
the finances from the beginning by 

carefully recording sales and the 
money coming in.  This meant the 

writing of the financial report could 
be done quickly and easily, making 

our lives much easier as we 

prepared for the final presentation.” 
Lewis Morrison, Managing 

Director of DyeNamic concluded:  
“First and foremost with Young 

Enterprise you are guaranteed 

to have fun.  Working with 
Alison and Luke on 

developing our product 
and selling it brought a 

number of challenges.  

Thinking outside the 
box was key to our 

success.  As marketing 
director I was in charge 

of developing our brand to 
the public.  We held stalls at 

the prestigious Drumlanrig 

Christmas Fair and Dumfries 
Christmas market and took 

advantage of the busy Christmas 
period.  Our brand was further 

developed in school with our 

lunchtime sales and our tie-dye 
workshop.  Overall the experience 

was first class and I have learnt a 
lot from the business aspect of the 

industry.” 
There is no doubt that this year’s 

Young Enterprise Team are 

‘DyeNamic’ in their approach to the 
Young Enterprise Challenge. 

Our DyeNamic Young Enterprise Team 

Stop Press:  DyeNamic win the Regional Finals - see our next newsletter for the full story. 
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“Perform in Dumfries”, 
organised by the committee of 

the Dumfries and District 

Music Festival, was held in 
Dumfries Academy in March 

with sections for Music, 
Speech and Country Dancing.   

Wallace Hall Academy pupils did 
exceptionally well in the music and 

speech sections of the festival with 

the trophy winners as follows:  
Catherine Anderson (the May 

McCully memorial shield for S4-6 
poetry, the S4-6 WWI poetry class 

and the Wallace Hall Academy 

trophy for S4-6 Scots verse), Leah 
Byar (Mrs JD Simpson shield for 

Grade 1 piano), Charlie Carr (The 
Margaret Grierson Tait memorial 

shield for Grade 3-8 piano solo and 
the Dorothy Howden Glass trophy 

for contemporary piano),  Lucy 

Doig (the Masque Players trophy 
for S1-3 prose and the Loreburn UF 

Church trophy for S1-3 Scots 

poetry), Elspeth Nicholson (the 
Lockerbie Academy trophy for S4-6 

prose and the Kate Henderson 

trophy for S4-6 sight reading), and 
Nathan King (the Julia Jardine 

shield for S1-3 poetry).  Also 
representing Wallace Hall Academy 

and receiving certificates for 
excellent performances were:  

Mollie Anderson, Justine Crosbie, 

Niall Holden, Emily Kennedy, 
Marianne Nicholson, Sam Solley 

and Mia Osborne.   
A number of pupils from our 

cluster primary schools also took 

part with trophies being won by 
Ailsa Black (WHPS - Mary L Young 

trophy for Scots verse), Luke 
McKay (Penpont - Calside School 

Association trophy for prose) and 
Zara Weir (Closeburn - BT trophy 

for poetry) and certificates being 

awarded to Mollie Ayres (WHPS), 
Emily Hunter (WHPS), Luke McKay 

(Penpont), Jasmine McMillan 

(Penpont), Lydia McMillan 
(Penpont), Hollie Menzies (WHPS), 

Cailan Milligan (WHPS), Bethany 

Nicholson (WHPS) and Olivia 
Nicholson (Penpont).  In the 

Country Dance section the Wallace 
Hall Primary dancing team were 

victorious, lifting the Margaret 
Wilkie Quaich. 

All of the pupils are helped and 

supported by a number of tutors 
and teachers in the weeks leading 

up to the festival.  Special thanks 
must go to Sophia Harkness, Lynn 

Forsyth and Helen McVey who 

work tirelessly with the Wallace 
Hall Academy pupils entered in the 

speech section to ensure that they 
are word perfect for the 

competitions.  
There is no doubt that the 

pupils from Wallace Hall Academy 

and its cluster primary schools 
have excelled when “Performing in 

Dumfries”.  Well done to them all. 

Pupils “Perform in Dumfries” 
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When group of girls from 

Wallace Hall Academy’s 
Comenius Project group chose 

to go to Norway, various 
Scandinavian stereotypes 

crossed their minds. We knew 

they would be in for an action-
packed five days of oil, skiing, 

and fish… and more fish. 
The Comenius Project is a once-

in-a-lifetime opportunity allowing a 

first-hand insight into different 
cultures. The project is a European 

Union initiative allowing secondary 
students from all over Europe to visit 

other countries, experience different 
ways of life, see the sights and make 

new friends from all over the 

continent. Host families from abroad 
accommodate our students and 

Wallace Hall families in turn do 
likewise. 

Students of Comenius in Wallace 

Hall Academy currently get the 
chance to visit Belgium, Hungary, 

Iceland, Norway, and Germany. The 
school is also twinned with schools 

in England, Poland and Estonia. 
Olivia McCabe, Martha Beynon-

Gray, Alma Riddell, Niamh Tait, 

Emily Gibson and I, Heather 
O'Connor, were the pupils who 

chose to visit Norway. We were 
hosted by pupils from Sykkylven 

VGS. 

We arrived exhausted from a 
long day of travelling – flight from 

Glasgow to Amsterdam, flight from 

Amsterdam to Alesund, bus to the 
ferry port, ferry across Stordtfjord 

into Sykkylven. Sykkylven is a small 
town which is home to companies 

such as Ekornes, the manufacturer 

of ‘Stressless’ chairs. 
 Our hosts greeted us when we 

got off the ferry and we were driven 
back to their houses and went 

quickly to bed. We already knew 

each other as our Norwegian hosts 
had stayed with us in November, 

and they were very friendly and 
welcoming. 

We had an early start on Monday 
morning, with school starting at 

8:15am. Pupils from schools in 

Estonia, Belgium and Scotland each 

did a presentation about their 
schools and their location. Pupils 

were then divided into small groups 
for projects. Nationalities worked 

together and we compared our 

cultural differences and used them 
in our “Dwindling Resources – 

Growing Challenges” projects. 
Groups worked hard on project work 

consisting of figuring out ways to 
save different resources so that our 

over-use of them does not cause 

problems when disposing of waste. 
We were taken on a tour of the 

school and its grounds, admiring the 
scenery that the school is lucky to 

be surrounded by. After school, 

some of us went to watch our hosts 
coach rhythmic gymnastics, and 

then we went for a meal at the local 
pizzeria.  

On Tuesday, after we had 
finalised our project work, our 

Norwegian friends hosted a food 

court, much like in other exchanges. 
We got to try different delicacies 

from Estonia, Norway, Belgium and 
Scotland. Some were slightly 

questionable, but we persevered. 

We were told about local history, 
played music and were shown 

traditional Norwegian dances, and in 
turn we tried (and failed) to teach 

the others the Scottish dance “Strip 

the willow”. 
The next day, we went cross-

country skiing and sledging in the 
mountains. I managed to achieve 

the first fall of the day… without 
skis. We went on a ski lift to the top 

of one of the highest mountains 

Comenius partnerships 

continue to flourish 
Report by Heather O’Connor 
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where we sat drinking hot chocolate 

and eating our lunch whilst taking in 
the breath-taking views. Our hosts 

accompanied us up a mountain after 

we went skiing, wearing headlights 
because it was dark. From here we 

were able to see the whole town of 
Sykkylven at night. It’s fair to say 

that we slept well when we got back 
to our hosts’ houses.  

 On Thursday we woke up feeling 

drained from doing so much 
exercise the day before. We got to 

school then were taken by coach to 
the aquarium, where we got to see 

many species of fish and hold 

creatures such as sea cucumbers, 
starfish and crabs. After that our 

hosts took us into the city of 
Alesund. We had lunch at 

McDonalds before being set free to 
buy souvenirs for our families and 

ourselves. Shopping items in 

Norway are very expensive so 
nothing extravagant was bought.  

Our hosts took us to a wood 
cabin at a ski resort where we spent 

the night. It is common in Norway 

for families to own a cabin in the 
mountains. The cabin was huge – 

there were beds for 11 people as 

well as a modern, open-plan living 
space where we made our own 

dinner and hung out for the night. 
Our hosts taught us some 

gymnastics and much of the night 

was spent upside down on our 
heads. We woke up early and tried 

to make the best of having one 
bathroom between 11 girls. After we 

travelled to the school, we said 
goodbye to our hosts and thanked 

them for their hospitality. Then we 

took a minibus back to Alesund to 
catch our plane to Amsterdam 

Schiphol Airport. After a few hours 
of shopping in the airport we flew 

into Glasgow.   

We made a lot of good friends 
during our time in Norway and 

strengthened the friendships that 
we had made in Scotland. Each one 

of us has stayed in touch and we 
now have friends across the world 

for life. Norwegian culture was 

immensely interesting for every 
visiting student, regardless of 

nationality. The trip was worthwhile 
and one that we will remember for a 

long time to come. 
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On Friday 17th January 2014 

Wallace Hall Academy held 
their annual Burns Supper in 

the Bailey Hall organised by 

the Wallace Hall Academy 
Parent Council. The audience 

were treated to many different 
types of entertainment from 

pupils and guests throughout 

the evening.  

Chairman for the night was 

John Reid, a retired Head Teacher 
from St Mungo’s.  Brian Johnstone, 

Chairman of the Wallace Hall 

Parent Council started the 
proceedings with the Selkirk Grace.  

The haggis was then piped in by 
Tom Kehoe (S6). Head Boy, Lewis 

Morrison (S6) presented the haggis 

to Catherine Anderson (S4) who 

then addressed the haggis.  
Pupils of Wallace Hall Academy 

served a traditional supper 

prepared by the kitchen staff 
which consisted of scotch broth 

and haggis, neeps and tatties 
which was followed by oatcakes & 

cheese with tea or coffee.  

‘Highland Laddie’, danced by 
Mollie Anderson (S1), Catherine 

Anderson and Kate Lethardy (S5) 
with Robbie Logan (S3) 

accompanying the dancers on his 

pipes, started the entertainment 
for the evening.  Following on after 

the dancers, Lucy Doig (S3) gave 
an excellent performance of the 

‘Address to a Tooth Ache’. John 
Edgar, a farmer from Annan who 

has a special interest in Burns, 

delivered ‘The Immortal Memory’. 
Lauren Dalgleish (S6) sang ‘Ae 

Fond Kiss’,  accompanied by 
Robert Maitland on guitar.  

Fraser Sanderson, a retired 

Dumfries and Galloway Director for 
Education, gave the ‘Toast to the 

Lassies’ and the audience enjoyed 
his humorous and witty speech. 

 Donald Kennedy (S4), Teigan 

Lord (S4), Becky Walker (S3) and 
Fraser Lethardy (S4) performed 

the Scottish Country Dance 
‘MacDonald of Sleat’ which was a 

very enjoyable performance, 
especially the kiss at the end.  

The evening’s final performance 

was by Catherine Anderson and 
Nathan King (S2) who recited an 

extract from ‘Tom O’ Shanter’.  In 
my opinion this was the best act of 

the night. It was then time for the 

‘Reply from the Lassies’ given by 
Doreen Moran, a member of the 

Thornhill Burns Club. John Reid 
then thanked all those who were 

involved with the celebrations, 
especially the pupils, who 

performed so well. 

 The evening concluded with 

everyone signing ‘Auld Lang Syne’ 

lead by Lauren Dalgleish and all 
those attending agreed that they 

had a fantastic evening “Toasting 
the Bard”. 

A Toast to the Bard 
report by Kate Lethardy 
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The Queensberry Initiative Career Mentoring 

Programme continues to expand and we are therefore 
seeking to recruit some additional mentors. Do you 

have: a passion for working with young people, an 
interest in preparing them for life beyond school and 

a willingness to share your skills and experience? 

If this sounds like you, then please get in touch by 

contacting any member of the Queensberry Initiative 
team via the main school office or by emailing Jamie 

Pape at gw08papejames@ea.dumgal.sch.uk. 

Career Mentoring  
Volunteers Required 

The final Career Mentoring 

session of 2013/2014 took 
place in January, when 

mentees were able to thank 

their mentors for all their hard 
work and their mentors had 

the opportunity to wish their 
mentees well for the future.  

This has been another 

successful year for the Career 
Mentoring programme with 

mentees receiving valuable support 

with UCAS personal statements and 

job applications. The programme 
also includes mock interviews 

carried out by a panel or on a one-

to-one basis. This allows pupils to 
gain real-life experience of 

interviews before they apply for a 
job or a university place.   

After their final meeting, 

mentees were brought together for 
a feedback session where they 

discussed their opinions about the 

program with Queensberry 

Initiative (QI) staff. The QI team 
used this session to gather lots of 

positive feedback and it was clear 
that the pupils involved in the 

scheme valued the experience and 

advice they gained. Mentors also 
had a feedback session with many 

sharing their success stories from 
the past year.  Both reviews will be 

used to further develop the 
programme for the 2014/2015 

session. 

Sadly, two of the current 
mentors have had to step back due 

to work commitments and QI 
would like to thank them for all 

their time and enthusiasm.   

However, the QI team is 
pleased to announce that the 

Career Mentoring programme has 
secured two new mentors who will 

be valuable members of the 
mentoring team.  

The mentoring programme 

continues to expand and therefore 
new mentors are always welcome.  

If you would be willing to offer an 
hour of your time each month to 

work with Wallace Hall’s young 

people and to support them as they 
make plans for life beyond school, 

please contact any member of the 
QI team via the main school office 

or email Jamie Pape, Queensberry 

Initiative Development Officer, at 
gw08papejames@ea.dumgal. 

sch.uk. 

Queensberry Initiative  

Career Mentoring goes from 

strength to strength 

Sophie Henderson with her mentor, Amanda 

Hannah, from D & G Chamber of Commerce 

Ryan Sims with his mentor Doreen Kirkland from DGHP 
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Wallace Hall Academy pupils celebrate  

the Chinese New Year 

“On Friday 31st January 1C2 had the privilege 
of embarking on a trip to Dumfries and 
Galloway College for a fun-filled day about the 
Chinese New Year.  The day was organized by 
Zeng Bin along with the Chinese students 
studying at the college.”   Georgia Watson 

“Zeng Bin showed us a powerpoint and taught us about 
what they do in China at the time of the  New Year.   

“There were plenty of activities to do 
including: hairstyling, writing in Chinese, 
finding the meanings of our names, 
making and eating wantons, using 
chopsticks and lots more.”   Jensen 
Hanley 

“There was one area to try some traditional 
Chinese food and Jasmine tea.  Also, there was 
Chinese calligraphy and a station to try 
chopsticks.”   Mathew Godridge 

“Our third activity was making Chinese 
dumplings called “wontons”.  We went to 
the kitchen in the university to make them.  
There were pots of mixed vegetables and 
pots of meat and special rice paper.  To 
make dumplings you get a piece of rice 
paper, fill it with vegetables and meat, then 
dab the edges of the paper with water and 
fold it up.”   Ellie Arnold 

Currently it is the year of the Horse.”   
Sarann Scott 
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“Happy New Year in Chinese is  
said Xin Nian Hao (sing nee-an how).”    
Lauren McKinna 

“After having so 
much fun doing the 
activities, it was 
time for lunch.  
Many of us bought 
our lunch as there 
was a wide 
selection of foods to 
choose from at very 
cheap prices.” 
Sarah O’Connor 

“Before we all 
went home, we 
were surprised 
with a little red 
envelope.  The 
tradition of 
giving money in 
an envelope was 
carried on as 
they gave 
everyone who 
took part a 
pound coin 
each!” Bethany 
Krease 
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On the 7th of November typhoon 

Haiyan hit Eastern Samar Island 
at 146 miles per hour with 

gusts of up to 170 miles per 

hour, leaving a trail of 
devastation in its wake. 

Eastern Samar Island is a 
province of The Philippines, 

a sovereign island in Southeast 

Asia situated in the western Pacific 

Ocean.  The Philippines is made up 

of 7,000 islands and an average of 
20 major storms hit the islands each 

year. Over 14 million people were 

affected across 46 provinces. Many 
homes were destroyed.  

My friends and I decided we 
would like to raise money towards 

the Philippines appeal by having a 

bake sale in ‘The Street’. We had 

many cakes and cupcakes to sell 

thanks to Ami Austin, Ashleigh 
Telfer, Kate Lethardy and Lesley 

Crosbie. We sold every one of the 
cakes that we made and it was a 

very successful bake sale.  

I also made up a worksheet for 
the pupils and staff about ‘Guess the 

Teacher’. I asked most teachers and 
staff for photographs of them when 

they were younger and I spent a lot 
of time creating the worksheet. 

Most pupils were more interested in 

the cakes but I still managed to sell 
some worksheets.  

Ben Wicks won the ‘Guess the 
Teacher’ quiz and we had two 

runners-up.  

We raised a total of £97.13 and 
donated the money to The 

Philippines appeal through Lloyds 
TSB.  

Thank you to all the staff who 
allowed me to use their photographs 

and also to everyone who helped 

raise money for the appeal.  

Raising Money for the Philippines  
report by Emma Thomas 

Palm oil comes from the fruit of a palm 

tree and is in most of the supermarket 
products you buy like Dove soap and Kit 

Kat chocolate biscuits.  But only 3% of 
palm oil is sustainable so most 

supermarkets don’t say they have palm 

oil in their products. 
The pristine old growth in Indonesia, 

specifically Borneo, is home to the orang-utan.  
A huge distance, almost twice the size of 

Wales, is planned to be cut out of the 
rainforest and 50,000 orang-utans have 

already been lost – almost 50% of their 

population – because of illegal logging and 
deforestation to create palm tree plantations.  

Indonesia expects to make profits of 
£5,000,000,000 from this process. 

One of the worst problems is when palm 

tree plantations cover more than 3 or more 
metres of peat making 2 tonnes of C02 per 

hectare. 
Sainsburys is the only supermarket offering 

products made with sustainable palm oil. 

Palm Oil Project 
By Ruairidh Fair 

Photograph above shows Ruairidh working on his  

palm oil project with Geography teacher, Mr Miller. 
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Wallace Hall Academy Pupil Council 2013 - 2014 

The Wallace Hall Academy 

Pupil Council meets once a 
month during term time.  Led 

by Ms Beynon, Learning Leader 
for Art, Drama and Music, 

topics that have been 

discussed this session to date 
are school buses, mentoring 

system, merits and demerits, 

school website and links with 

the Parent Council. 
Lizzie Smithard, clerk to the 

Pupil Council, said:  “The Pupil 
Council is a very useful mechanism 

in school for ensuring that pupil 

voice is heard.  We encourage 
pupils to come to us with ideas, 

suggestions and concerns and 
these are discussed at our regular 

meetings.  Many of these points 

have been taken forward for 
further discussion with the school’s 

Senior Management Team and we 
believe this has led to 

improvements across the school.  

Please do not hesitate to speak to 
any of your Pupil Council members 

if you have a point you would like 
raised.” 

S1  

Katie Jackson  Aidan Connor  
Georgia Watson  Ellie Arnold  

Declan McGarva  Joseph Blaylock  
Eva Telfer  Daniel Emmerson  

Greig Dunbar  Chloe Williams  

Eleanor McKie  Thomas Gashi  
 

S2  
Paola Hristova  Hannah Little  

Georgie Blount  Kathryn Phillips  
Mia Osborne  Kelsey Huxham  

Faye Harkness  Mitchell Bigham  

Marianne Nicholson  Errin Clark-Wyse  
Lauren Gray  Rachael McNish 

S5  

Beth Johnstone  Todd Hay  
Angus Bruce  Euan Murgatroyd  

Morgan Crosbie  Matthew Wood  
Molly Harkness  Michael Craig  

Aiden Halliday  Ashleigh Telfer  

Robert Guthrie  Jessica Dorling  
 

S6  
Gavin Bevan  

Jack McQueen  
Phoebe Callan  

Hamish Brown  

Chloe Davidson  

S3  

Callum Rennie  Caitlin Harley  
Niall Gauld  George Gray  

Lucy Doig  Lorna Rideout  
Imogen Gordon  Robbie Logan  

Robert Ponton  Sarah Wilson 

 
 

S4  
Alix Muir  Tom Lancaster  

Ben Wicks  Olivia McCabe  
Danny Cringean  Joe Kirkpatrick  

Evan Cringean  Jordan Findlay  

Liam Watson  Donald Kennedy  
  

    

Contacting the schoolContacting the schoolContacting the schoolContacting the school 
The telephone number for Wallace Hall Academy is 01848 332120.  The fax number is 01848 

332564 with the email address: woffice358@ea.dumgal.sch.uk.  Our office staff are your first point 

of contact. They will be pleased to deal with any enquiry you wish to make regarding your child and 

to put you in touch with the relevant member of staff.  Outside office hours you may leave a 

message on our answering machine.  Please contact us if you have any problems. We are here to 

help.  Visit the school website: www.wallacehall.co.uk for the latest news and information. 

Pupil Council Members 2013 - 2014 
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The sound of drums could be 

heard all over Thornhill last 
week, as pupils had the first 

session of a fun masterclass in 
African percussion.  

Mr Boyom, a French teacher at 
Wallace Hall Academy who 

originates from Cameroon, has 

been sharing his musical 

experiences from west Central 

Africa with pupils and staff.  
Mr Boyom said: “I have been 

playing in my home country since I 
was very small and now play in a 

group who meet in Dumfries.  If 
you can walk, you can drum. It’s a 

case of getting to know the rhythm 

and then improvising. Drumming is 
something everyone can do.”  

The drumming class was hugely 

popular and, thanks to the good 
weather, everyone was able to 

participate and enjoy the sound of 
the drums reverberating around the 

playground.   

Mr Boyom plans to continue his 
percussion sessions every Monday 

at lunchtime.  It is a fantastic 
opportunity for pupils at Wallace 

Hall Academy to learn more about 
diverse genres of music and the 

culture of Cameroon, while enjoying 

the powerful, uplifting sound of 
Central African drum music.    

A taste of Africa 
report by Robert Guthrie 

One of our S6 pupils from Wallace Hall Academy has 

become the recipient of a prestigious volunteering 
award. Chireille Scott, who has volunteered at Hightae’s 

Mossburn Community Farm for over three years, has 
just won the Young Quality Scot prize for this 

commitment. Chireille was nominated for this award by 

Mrs Hayley Whyte, English Teacher at Wallace Hall 
Academy 

The award is run by several councils across Scotland and 
recognises achievements both inside and outside of school. 

Chireille is one of only a small number of volunteers from our 
region who have been selected for this coveted award. 

Alongside her large workload as a sixth year pupil at Wallace 

Hall Academy, Chireille feeds and cares for animals at the farm 
every Saturday and when she can during school holidays.  

In addition to her Young Quality Scot prize, Chireille has 
recently been awarded the Saltire Award for completing over 

500 hours of voluntary work, although now this number of 

hours is closer to 1000. Everyone at Wallace Hall is extremely 
proud of Chireille and impressed at how much of her own time 

she has dedicated to voluntary service. Well done.  

Chireille - our Young Quality Scot 
        report by Robert Guthrie 
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Two of our S4 pupils, Thomas Grierson and Tom 

Lancaster, rushed to the rescue of a Thornhill 

pensioner recently.  Isabel Nicol was returning 
from a trip to Dumfries when she fell and badly 

injured herself 
outside the 

Buccleuch and 
Queensberry Arms.   

Thomas and Tom 

were quietly eating 
their lunch in the 

village when they 
noticed an elderly lady 

lying in West Morton 

Street.  They crossed 
over to see if they 

could help her up but, 
on speaking to her, 

realised that it was 

better to keep her 
comfortable and seek 

medical help.  Tom 
dashed into the 

Buccleuch to phone an 
ambulance while 

Thomas waited with 

Mrs Nicol, reassuring 
and comforting her.  

Both boys waited with 
Mrs Nicol until the 

ambulance arrived and stayed with her till she was on 

her way to the hospital.   
The next day Mrs Nicol’s granddaughter Carrie 

Nicol, who is in 3.S1, took upon herself to find out who 
the two good Samaritans were.  Once establishing the 

boys’ identity, Mr and Mrs Nicol contacted the school to 

thank the boys for their actions.  Mr and Mrs Nicol, 

who have been married for 56 years, also spoke to 

Dumfries and Galloway Standard to heap further praise 
on the boys and recognise their act of kindness.  Mr 

Nicol said:  We are so 
very grateful to these 

young boys – they 
acted very maturely.   

It turned out that my 

wife’s arm was broken 
in two places.  They 

gave her the very best 
treatment by keeping 

her comfortable and 

waiting with her until 
the ambulance arrived 

– they obviously knew 
what they were doing 

and we are full of 

praise for their 
actions.   

Tom said:  “Helping a 
distressed pensioner 

is something we hope 
anyone would do – we 

don’t think we have 

done anything 
special.”  Thomas 

added:  “It was very 
kind of Mr and Mrs 

Nicol to contact the school to thank us.  Hopefully Mrs 

Nicol’s broken arm is mending and that is she well on 
the way to recovery.”  

Having spent a few weeks in the local hospital, Mrs 
Nicol is now home and is none the worse for her 

ordeal. 

Thomas and Tom to the rescue 

The Nithsdale Achievement Awards were held in 

Dumfries at the beginning of March and we were lucky 
enough to appear in the top three for three awards. 

First up on the evening was the School and Learning Award 

where the Working in the Community module, run by Mr Gilius, 
had some competition from another school group. The module 

has run successfully for many years in the school and four of the 
current group were in attendance on the night. 

Chireille Scott of S6 was nominated for Young Volunteer of 
the Year as a result of the work she has done with a local 

Community Farm. Her category was tough and closely contested. 

Mr Pape was also there to represent the Queensberry 
Initiative which had been nominated for the Local Partnership 

Award as a result of the hard work and dedication our staff and 
pupils put in to forming links with the communities surrounding 

Thornhill. 

Unfortunately, we did not win any of the categories but it was a lovely evening which showcased a cross-section 
of the talent we have within our school and region. Hopefully next year we will be a bit luckier! 

Nithsdale Community Achievement Awards 

Some of our Wallace Hall Academy pupils 

working at Auchenhessnae Farm.  These 
visits are organised by our Queensberry 

Initiative team. 
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Over one hundred pupils from 
my year-group recently travelled 

to Glasgow Science Centre to 
learn more about the science 

which influences our lives.  The 

trip is organised annually as part 
of the S1 Chemistry, Physics and 

Biology Science course.  
Well, where do I start!  My first 

impression of the Science Centre was 

that the structure of the building 
looks just marvellous.  As you walk 

up to the front the silver light from 
the roof shimmers and gleams and it 

looks as if the building is built on 
water!  As you walk in the building 

the inside is bright and colourful. 

There are four floors jam-packed 

with science activities and 

exhibitions, ranging from your health 
to illusions.  

First on our agenda was the 

science show which was held in the 
Science Show Theatre on the first 

floor. Interested, we all sat there 
astonished by what we were 

watching and wondering how 

everything worked.  We saw bubbles 
being set on fire and beakers 

disappearing in oil!  We even had Mr 
Arrowsmith “holding fire” at one 

point! 

After the show finished, everyone 
ran straight to the “IMAX Cinema” 

which has the BIGGEST cinema 
screen in the whole of Scotland! It 

was humungous. It was very 
interesting to see “Galapagos”, a film 

about life on land and the ocean. 

After the movie, we learned more 

about the world and life around us.  

Lastly, we got the freedom to 
explore the Science Centre by 

ourselves.  We visited all four floors, 
each one with different exhibits 

which are changed regularly to keep 

the experience fresh for visitors.  I 
was fascinated by the weird and 

wonderful things on display. One of 
my favourite exhibitions was a 

plasma ball. This was a large glass 

globe from which purple sparks 
popped up when you touched it!  

Every one of us enjoyed the trip 
and I certainly learned a lot more 

about science.  The Science Centre is 
a most interesting place, unusual and 

amazing.  I am so glad I had the 

chance to visit it.  

Glasgow Science  

Centre Trip 
report by Leah Thomson      
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whapples board members have 
been busy organising an Easter 

fundraiser to raise money to 

further develop the orchard. 
During a recent lunchtime, 

whapples had two chocolate 
fountains in operation and sold 

fruit skewers covered in 
copious quantities of 

chocolate. These went down a 

treat and demand for 
strawberries was particularly 

high.  Raffle tickets were also 
sold, with the chance to win a 

giant Easter egg and Mrs  

Bainbridge was announced as 
the winner just before the 

Easter holidays.  
whapples is pleased to 

announce that they have a new 

adult board member in Richard 
Gauld, a local tree surgeon. The 

board is very excited to welcome 
Richard and feel that his input 

during the most recent meeting 
provided them with a real insight 

into their priorities over the coming 

months. This meeting took place in 
the orchard and the board will now 

be discussing next steps and how 
to make best use of ‘working days’ 

planned for the Spring.  

The board are still seeking new 
adult members to join the 

whapples team.  If you have a 

passion for social enterprise and for 
working with young people, and if 

you would be willing to share your 

skills and experiences with pupils, 
then the whapples board would be 

delighted to hear from you. 
Furthermore, the board are 

looking to recruit two new pupil 
members from S1. The successful 

applicants will join the rest of the 

board which includes two pupils 
from each year group. Board 

members attend meetings on how 
to further develop the orchard 

throughout the year and work in 

small teams to focus on planning, 
publicity and fundraising.  Any 

pupils who are interested should 
keep their eyes and ears open in 

the next few weeks for more 

information about the application 
process.  

Finally, there are still a few 
trees left to sponsor.  Please 

contact a member of the QI team 

at Wallace Hall to collect a sponsor 
form and further information. Keep 

an eye on our Facebook page for 
the latest news on how the 

whapples orchard is progressing.  

whapples news 

S1 pupils - whapples needs you!! 

 

The whapples board are looking for new 
board members from the ranks of our 

current S1s.  

  

Keep your eyes and ears open in the near 
future for information on how to get 

involved in this exciting social enterprise. 

Parents - whapples needs you too! 

The board are currently seeking adult 
members. Do you have: a passion for working 

with young people, an interest in social 
enterprise, a willingness to share your skills 

and experience with the pupils? 

If this sounds like you, then please get in 
touch by contacting any member of the 
Queensberry Initiative team via the main 
school office or by emailing Jamie Pape at 
gw08papejames@ea.dumgal.sch.uk. 
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Recently S3 Biology pupils got the opportunity to visit 

Kindrogan Field Centre for a residential trip.  The purpose of 
the trip was to advance our skills in scientific investigations.   

On arrival we were welcomed by the centre’s staff, who were very 
informative and friendly during our stay.  The trip featured many 

activities such as using quadrats to find invasive species, using 

sampling techniques, finding factors of water pollution, presentations 
and mammal trapping when we caught three mice and a water vole!  

After all of our hard work, we took part in some team building 
challenges and high ropes activities.  The group particularly enjoyed 

crate climbing which definitely put our fear of heights to the test!   
Overall we had a great weekend and look forward to putting our 

skills into practise when we are in class. 

Field 

Centre 

Fun 
report by Lucy Doig 

and Lorna Rideout 
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On the 18th and 19th of March 
2014 two dramatists from the 

National Youth Theatre of 
Scotland visited Wallace Hall 

Academy. The purpose of their 

visit was to expand devising 
and performance skills of pupils 

in S2 and S3 Drama, English and 
Modern Studies classes.  

The content of the drama 

workshop concentrated on the 
pupils learning how to devise their 

own dramatic playlets. The pupils 
used stimuli such as music, pictures 

and objects to create short dramatic 
pieces, that were then performed to 

the rest of the class.  

Pupils also took part in vocal and 
movement  exercises that allowed 

them to practise their performing 
technique.  

Young Shakespeareans in Mrs 
McMillan’s S3 class had a lot of fun 

bringing to life some characters 
from A Midsummer Night’s Dream 

during their ‘Page to Stage’ 

workshop. 
After some energising physical 

warm-ups, the group had the 
chance to act out two scenes from 

the play, and then to improvise their 

own modernised versions.  The 
workshop focused on relationships 

between characters, studying how 
different factors such as status 

affected a character’s movement on 
stage.   

Scottish Youth Theatre 

presenters Lucy and Emma provided 
enthusiastic support and lots of 

acting tips. Pupil Robbie Logan 
commented: “The workshop was a 

good way to get experience of 

acting in a Shakespeare play and 

understanding it better.” Zara 
Eastwood added: “The enthusiasm 

of the drama coaches was infectious 
and made the scenes very funny.”  

Teacher Jane McMillan said: 

“Shakespeare wrote his plays not for 
pupils to study but for audiences to 

watch and listen to. This was a 
great way to let our pupils bring the 

script to life and really enjoy it.” 
Miss Stuart's S3 Modern Studies 

class took part in a workshop that 

focused on the upcoming 2014 
Scottish Independence Referendum.  

Through role play the group 
highlighted the changes that may 

face us if Scotland was to gain 

independence.  

Overall the workshops proved to 
be very productive, thought 

provoking and great fun.  

National Youth Theatre 

of Scotland Workshops 
report by Lucy Doig 
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GeoBus is a mobile unit from St 
Andrews University which 

visited WHA to introduce 
Earthforces to our National 4/5 

Geography pupils. 

The GeoBus delivered hands-on 
interactive learning by allowing 

students to simulate an earthquake. 
Pupils measured the vibrations 

created when the class collectively 

jumped up and down and Geobus 
displayed the shockwaves on the 

smartboard in real time.  
Students were given advice on 

designing earthquake proof 

buildings and then asked to come 
up with their own structures using 

plastic rods and plasticine. Their 
designs were tested by GeoBus's 

patent earthquake device. Ooops - 
not many survived!!!  

Career prospects in Geology and 
Earth Sciences are very good at the 

moment and the GeoBus helps raise 
student awareness of opportunities 
in Geography & Geology. 

Pictures below show pupils 
designing and building their 

structures. 

An Introduction to Earthforces 
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Saturday - Lucy 

We congregated at school at 5am 
on Saturday the 25th of January, 

said goodbye to our families and 
set off for Edinburgh airport at 

5:30am. Upon arrival we checked 
in our bags, went through security 

and explored the airport for an 

hour before boarding. When we 
arrived at Grenoble we got straight 

on the bus and travelled to Alpe 
D’Huez. We had some time to 

make ourselves at home before 

going for dinner and getting our 
skis, ski boots, poles and helmets 

fitted. It took a while for everyone 
to settle in, but after a day 

everyone felt comfortable. 
Sunday - Luke 

On Sunday, following our long 

journey, we had our much 
anticipated first breakfast of the 

holiday. This included a variety of 
cereals, a croissant, a choice of 

fruit and some delicious continental 

bread with jam.  We then set out 
for our first skiing session of the 

trip. After getting measured for our 
ski equipment, we were divided 

into three groups of varying 

abilities. Being placed in the 
beginner group, my first lesson 

was learning all the basic skills 
required, without the use of the ski 

poles.  This took place on the 
nursery slopes and was a great 

introduction into the basics of 

skiing.  We then returned to our 
rooms for a rest before going for 

lunch.  Our next skiing session was 
from half one until half three and 

this time we were given ski poles 
to help us balance which made 

things a lot easier. The evening 

activity for the night was some 
group games and a quiz which I 

think we all enjoyed. 
Monday - Lucy 

After 2 days skiing we had a 

peaceful night in the foyer of the 
hotel, where we all watched 

Batman The Dark Knight on a 
projector. Many people hadn’t seen 

the film before and it was a 
relaxing change from the day’s 

events. A few people, however, 

didn’t make it to the end and had 
to go to bed, whereas others had 

taken their beds with them! 
Tuesday - Luke 

The plan for Tuesday evening was 

sledging on the lower slopes of the 
mountains, just a short walk away. 

We had several races by ourselves 
and also in groups. This was our 

first visit to the main shopping area 

of the town where we could  buy 
any food or souvenirs we wished to 

purchase. 
Wednesday - Lucy 

The activity on the Wednesday 
night was ice skating, which many 

people didn’t attend. They missed 
out on a lot, as it was incredibly 

good fun. We did relays and other 

games and many funny photos and 
videos were taken.  

Thursday - Luke 
On Thursday, we were divided into 

more skiing groups and people 

were also given the option to move 
up or down a group if they were 

finding things too easy or difficult. 
For Thursday night, we had the 

“high ropes” to look forward to. 
This was a play area at a local 

leisure centre which also housed 

climbing walls, a swimming pool, 
squash courts and several Ping-

Pong tables. We were put into two 
groups and each group got half an 

hour on the high ropes to do with 

what they pleased.  While the first 
group were showing their skills on 

the ropes, a few people from the 
other group decided to challenge 

each other to a Ping-Pong match to 

pass the time. 
Friday - Lucy 
Friday was our last day of skiing, 
which was quite upsetting. It was 

hard to imagine leaving such a 
beautiful place and going back to 

Diary of a Ski Trip Kid 
by Luke Ball and Lucy McGill 
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rainy Thornhill. We were very lucky 

with our weather throughout the 
trip with today being particularly 

nice. We had the presentation of 
the prizes from our instructors in 

the foyer, where they gave out two 

prizes to the two pupils they think 
excelled in their group. That 

evening we had the choice between 
a quiz and a chilled-out night, and 

we chose the latter. Some of us 
watched “Inception” in the bar, 

some played table football and 

some just sat and relaxed in the 
bar. It was a brilliant end to a 

fantastic trip, and we wouldn’t have 
had it any other way. Luckily, only 

a few people were injured - just a 

few sprains here and there - so all 
in all, an exceedingly successful 

trip! 
Saturday - Luke 

Saturday morning sadly meant the 
end of our trip and the morning 

was dedicated to tidying our rooms 

and packing our bags in order to be 
out of the rooms by 10am. Having 

done this, we boarded the bus to 
Grenoble airport.  Unfortunately our 

flight was delayed but this did not 

dampen our spirits from what was 
a fantastic trip.  Thanks to Mr Rae, 

Mr Frew, Miss Carnochan and Mr 
Wilson for organising and 

supervising us during our visit to 
Alpe D’huez. 
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S6 pupils at Wallace Hall 

Academy were all deeply 
shocked and saddened by the 

loss of their friend and 

classmate Imogen Edwards 
who died recently following an 

asthma attack at her home.   
They decided to organise a Big 

Purple Walk and a non-uniform 

day, encouraging everyone to wear 
something in purple (Imogen’s 

favourite colour), with the proceeds 
going to Asthma UK and Ward 15 

of the Dumfries and Galloway Royal 

Infirmary. 

Although the weather was wet 

and miserable, pupils and staff at 
Wallace Hall turned out in force to 

walk in support of the cause. 

Head Teacher Barry Graham 
said:  “The charity day was 

instigated by Chloe Davidson and 
Lauren Thwaite in memory of 

Imogen.  They were helped by 

many of their S6 classmates and 
our Charities Committee.  I was 

impressed by the quality of the 
planning and participation of all of 

our students.  I think that everyone 

realised the importance of the 

event and it is great that we were 

able to support two very 
worthwhile causes.”  Lauren 

Thwaite added:  “Losing Imogen 

has affected so many people in our 
school.  I am so glad that we went 

ahead with both the Big Purple 
Walk and our non-uniform day and 

I would like to thank everyone who 

supported us.  So far we have 
raised in excess of £3500 which will 

be donated to Asthma UK and 
Ward 15 of DGRI in memory of 

Imogen." 

Big Purple Walk 
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One of Wallace Hall Academy’s 

finest musicians, euphoniumist 
Jordan Tweedie from S5, was 

recently chosen as the top 

instrumentalist in both the 
Rotary Young Musician of the 

Year Thornhill & District Final 
and the Dumfries and Galloway 

Regional Final. The Dumfries 

and Galloway final of the 
competition included all 

winners from South West 

Scotland and was held in 

Annan.  
When informed about his 

success in progressing to the 
national finals, Jordan commented: 

“In this round, I played the piece 

'Summer Isles' by Philip Sparke. I 
decided to play a slower melody 

than the one I used in the first 
round of the competition. I had to 

raise my game due to the very high 

standard of the other competitors 
and tried to play the piece with real 

feeling. When they announced that 
I was the winner I was so shocked 

but overjoyed. I’m so pleased with 
how the contest has gone so far.” 

The Scottish National Final of 

the Rotary Young Musician of the 
Year Competition was held on 9th 

March in Heriot Watt University, 
Edinburgh.  Although Jordan didn’t 

win this stage of the competition, 

he performed to a full conference 
hall, playing with great musicality 

and confidence.   

Jordan said:  “Although I wasn’t 

chosen as the winner, I really 
enjoyed the experience of 

performing to a very large 
audience. I would like to thank Nick 

Riley and Gordon Brotherston for 

accompanying and teaching me 
and members of the Rotary Club 

for supporting me in the 
competition.”  

Jordan has also been sharing his 

music with his local community.  
On the evening of Valentines Day, 

Jordan created a special evening of 
music for the senior citizens of his 

home village, Kirkmahoe.   
Jordan organised musicians 

from Wallace Hall Academy to 

provide an hour of entertainment 
including clarsach, pipes, piano 

solos, euphonium solos as as well 
as several sing-along songs for 

everybody. It was a special night 

and appreciated by the senior 
citizens and the Kirkmahoe 

community.   

Young musical prodigy  

wins over Rotary judges 
report by Robert Guthrie 

Stunning  

Songstress 
Lauren Dalgleish also represented 
Wallace Hall Academy in the 

Rotary Young Musician of the Year 
Thornhill and District Final, 

winning the vocal section after 

enchanting judge Frank Davis with 
her performance of “Make You Feel 

My Love” by Bob Dylan. 

Lauren is really beginning to 

make a name for herself in the local 
music scene and has just signed 

with EM Records.  She has cut her 
first EP featuring 4 tracks and this is 

available in local shops.  She will be 

releasing her debut album in 
August.   

Lauren will be performing 

tracks from her album at the 
Thornhill Music Festival in May 

- look out for details in the 
local press. 
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On Tuesday the 11th of March, the Activity 
Tourism class at Wallace Hall Academy had the 

wonderful opportunity to visit the Cream O’ 

Galloway farm and experience everything the 
facility has to offer.   

On arrival, we were greeted by a happy and 
bubbly member of the Cream O’ Galloway team who 

welcomed us warmly to their facilities in a very 

positive and genuine manner.  During our tour she 
explained all the important aspects of the farm and 

informed us of what we would be doing later.  But 
first, she gave us some free time, allowing us to enjoy 

the famed “Adventure Playground”. 

After our first taste of the Adventure Playground, 
we returned to the main Hub of the farm to take part 

in our first activity – the opportunity to design our 
own sundae.  Our group came up with a mix of great 

designs and some pretty questionable ones, such as 
my combination of chocolate ice cream, strawberry 

and caramel sauce, topped with caramel chunks. This 

was affectionately named, Type 2. After designing our 

dream sundaes we were given the opportunity to 
make one with the supplies given: 4 different flavours 

with multiple toppings and sauces. After we had 
created our masterpieces all that was left to do was 

refrigerate and wait… 
Soon after our Frankensteinian creations were 

safely refrigerated, we were taken to the heart of the 

compound - the room in which the ice cream is 
created. We were given a run down on the 

manufacturing process, with explanations ranging 
from how long the workers work here to how much 

ice cream is produced in a year. 

 Once we finished this conversation it was time to 
return to the cafeteria and devour our creations. After 

we had eaten, our official plan for the visit was over. 
We were given just over an hour of free time to enjoy 

the extensive facilities on offer.  We chose to test our 
bravery in the Adventure Playground (again) 

conquering the Flying Fox before, unfortunately, 

returning home. 

Activity Tourism pupils enjoy the 

Cream O’ Galloway experience 
report by Daniel Holt 

SRUC Open Day 
The SRUC at the Barony Campus specialises in training and 
education for the land-based and animal care industries. 

In March, some of our pupils paid a visit to the Barony College to have a 
look round at the facilities on offer and find out more about the courses 

available.   
The students had the chance to examine the agricultural machinery used 

on the campus, learn how it is repaired and maintained and spend some 

time in the cattle sheds.  It was a very informative visit and will help our 
pupils interested in agriculture make an informed choice about their further 

education. 
Picture on the right shows Glen Thomas being presented with a build your 

own construction kit which he won on the day. 
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One of the programmes that 

the Queensberry Initiative 
(QI) is most proud of is its 

Outdoor Activity Groups.  

Pupils who take part in these 
groups gain confidence, team

-building skills and an 
awareness of the 

opportunities available in the 

local area both in terms of 
employment and leisure.   

Recently, the S2 and S3 
groups visited the renowned 

Buccleuch Kennels to work with 
some of the Duke of Buccleuch’s 

prized gun dogs.  Here they 

experienced a full, guided tour of 
the premises led by David Lisett, 

Gundog Manager, who explained 
what is involved in training the 

dogs to championship standard.  

The pupils had the opportunity to 
ask questions and to work with 

the gundogs using the handler’s 
training techniques to control the 

dogs in a working environment. 

The S3 group also had the 
opportunity to experience a 

practical introduction to archery.  
Delivered by MRM Archery, the 

session was focused on raising 
safety awareness, enhancing 

concentration and developing 

hand/eye co-ordination.   
Also based on the Buccleuch 

and Queensberry Estate, were 

workshops hosted by Rolf Buwert 
of Greenwood Craft Skills. During 

these sessions S1 and S2 pupils 
gained hands-on experience of 

using traditional wooden tools 

while practising authentic 
craftsmanship skills.  They learned 

the importance of preparation, 
team-work and attention to detail.   

Pupils participating in the 

Outdoor Activity Groups are also 

encouraged to consider future 
training and career possibilities 

available within Dumfries and 
Galloway.  To this end, the S4 

Outdoor Activity Group visited 

Dumfries and Galloway College 
where they were shown round the 

facilities and introduced to the 
range of courses on offer.   

Planning is already underway 

for next session’s programme 
when the QI team aim to build 

upon the success of this year’s 
Outdoor Activity Groups. Jamie 

Pape, QI Development Officer, 
said:  “I am really pleased with 

the progress our group members 

have made throughout this 
session.  I would like to thank all 

our activity providers for their 
time and commitment to ensuring 

that our pupils enjoy a wide 

variety of exciting and challenging 
learning experiences.” 

Queensberry Initiative 

Outdoor Activity Groups 
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The Queensberry Initiative’s 

P7 Outdoor Activity Group is 

made up of selected pupils 
from all six of Wallace Hall’s 

cluster primary schools:  
Closeburn, Duncow, 

Dunscore, Moniaive, Penpont 
and Wallace Hall.   

The group meets once a 

month and works together to 

enhance the experience of 
transition from primary to 

secondary school.   
Since its formation in January, 

the group has been involved in a 
range of activities designed to 

boost confidence, encourage 
teamwork and enhance 

communication skills.  The pupils 
have been enjoying team-building 

sessions, constructing a den on 
the Queensberry Estate, the 

chance to build a fire in the 

outdoors, a photo scavenger hunt,  
and the ‘timetable challenge’  to 

help them navigate the Wallace 
Hall Academy building. 

Alongside this range of 

activities, pupils have had the 
opportunity to take part in ‘taster 

lessons’ at Wallace Hall, spending 
time in Art & Design, Drama, P.E. 

and Science.   

The group has been brought 
together as a team and the pupils 

have got to know each other and 
the secondary school staff over 

the course of the past few 

months.  These experiences have 
given the group a real feel for life 

at Wallace Hall Academy. 

Queensberry Initiative 

P7 Outdoor Activity Groups 
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Higher English students have 

taken their study of 

Shakespeare’s Hamlet off the 
page and onto Drumlanrig 

Estate – by making a film. 
The class of S4 and S5 

Shakespeareans have just 

completed filming their version of 
the play as part of a cross-

curricular project between English, 
Drama and the Queensberry 

Initiative. 

Thanks to the generosity and 
personal interest shown by the 

Duke of Buccleuch, the class and 
their teachers were given 

permission to film in the majestic 
rooms of Drumlanrig Castle, where 

the beautiful antique furniture and 

priceless artworks provided a 
backdrop worthy of Hamlet’s royal 

palace of Elsinore.   
Additional scenes were filmed in 

outdoor locations on the estate, 

including a specially created 
“graveyard” dug by Rural Skills 

students under the supervision of 
Scott Wilson of Buccleuch Fencing, 

and used for a cameo appearance 
by Headteacher Barry Graham. 

With teachers Anna Beynon and 

Jane McMillan behind the cameras, 
the students did everything else: 

operate the clapperboards, adjust 
lighting, move equipment, look 

after props… and most importantly, 

remember their words. 

Hamlet presents some of 

Shakespeare’s greatest emotional 

and artistic challenges to actors, 
directors – not to mention Higher 

English students.  Many scenes and 
speeches had to be filmed 

repeatedly and the exhausting final 

scene of the tragedy needed 68 
takes.  So was it worth it? 

Student Joe Mahoney, who 
played Polonius, thinks so: 

“Because of this project I have not 

only developed a better grasp of 
the play and its concepts but of 

Shakespeare’s language as a whole 
– I no longer feel I am reading a 

foreign language.” Classmate 

Melissa Dundas who was a 
production assistant as well as 

performer, added: “My 
understanding of the text was 

improved, as watching fellow 

students perform the lines made 
the play so much more real than 

when it was simply read or 
watched on DVD.” 

Teacher Jane McMillan said: 
“We will always remember with 

gratitude the trust the Duke of 

Buccleuch placed in us by allowing 
us the freedom of the castle to 

make this film. Performing this 
challenging text in these glorious 

surroundings was an inspiration to 

all of us.” 
Teacher Anna Beynon said: "It 

is always a joy to see pupils 
learning new skills and gaining in 

knowledge and confidence. 
However, when it is in such an 

outstanding environment it makes 

it even more memorable and 
special. The pupils were 

committed, energetic and 
consistently enthusiastic and 

engaged with all elements of the 

production process and it has 
clearly been an extremely positive 

experience for all involved." 
Special thanks go to Leanne 

Peoples, QI Project Officer; Claire 

Oram, Castle Manager; and 
colleagues at school and the estate 

who helped support the project. 

Lights…Camera…Action! 
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On Friday the 17th of January both Third and 

Fourth Year girls travelled to DGOne to 
participate in a new event, the Dumfries and 

Galloway Regional Indoor Hockey Tournament.   
Both teams finished third in their groups playing 

other schools from across the region.    

All participants appeared to have enjoyed playing in 

this tournament and would like to thank Mrs Miller for 
taking them there and back, providing them with 

necessary kit, and giving them useful advice whilst 
playing. 

This is the 5th year of our event - why don't 

you get your running shoes on and join in the 
fun!  More information will follow in the June 

Newsletter including a training plan. 

The under 18 Rugby 7s team travelled to Dumfries to 

participate in the regional seven-a-side tournament.  
It was a round robin format where Wallace Hall were 

victorious in their first four games against Dumfries High 
School, Annan Academy, St. Joseph's College and Moffat 

Academy. This set up a winner takes all clash against 

Lockerbie Academy to decide the tournament. 
 The game finished 1-1 so in a nail-biting conclusion 

Wallace Hall were awarded the trophy based on a better try-
scoring ratio.  

Congratulations to all players involved. 

U18s Team Triumph 

Indoor Hockey Tournament 

S3 Team S4 Team 
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On the 25th of March, two Wallace Hall girls teams 

competed in the annual Dr Turners hockey 
tournament. One team consisted of S1s the other 

of S2s, both teams played very well as did the 
other competitors. 

We each played 5 games in horrendous weather but 

continued to play well. In the finish up the Wallace Hall 
S1 team came 3rd place and the S2 team came 1st place. 

Every team and competitor did exceptionally well, and on 
the whole it was a brilliant day.   

Photograph on the right shows the S2 team with the 
Emma Anderson memorial trophy. 

S2 Dr Turner’s  

Hockey Tournament 
report by Mhairi Watret & Erin Dobie 

The senior Wallace Hall hockey team also fared well in 

the Dr Turner’s Tournament, finishing as runners up 
after a number of closely fought matches.   

Photograph on the right shows the senior team back at 
Wallace Hall Academy. 

On Tuesday 25th of March, Mrs Miller and some 

of the S1 and S2 hockey players climbed into 
the minibus and set off to play lots of different 

school hockey teams at the King George V pitch 
for the Dr Turner’s tournament.  Everyone was 

in their kits and buzzing to get onto the pitches. 

Captains were chosen as well as Vice-Captains and 
positions.  As soon as we ran onto the pitch, everyone 

was very nervous yet excited to play our first match 
against Dumfries High School.  Everyone played 

fantastically well throughout the competition and, in 
our opinion, our best game was against Dumfries 

Academy where we won 5-0. 

We played our last game against Dalbeattie.  
Everyone was slipping and sliding but we kept playing 

even although the pitches were waterlogged.  Our S2 
team had to play their final against Dalbeattie in the 

cage as the pitches were completely soaked.  We 

gathered round to cheer them on and they ended up 
winning 2-0.   

Our S1 team finished 3rd overall with the S2 team 
winning their category and the coveted trophy.  

Everyone played amazingly well and we all had a 
really good afternoon, enjoying the experience 

immensely. 

Photograph on left shows the S1 hockey team. 

S1 Dr Turner’s  

Hockey Tournament 
report by Emily Kennedy and Katie Jackson 

Senior Dr Turner’s  

Hockey Tournament 
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Skating is fun:  

Report by Chloe Williams  

Three pupils from Wallace Hall 
Academy are enthusiastic 

members of the Solway 
Synchronised Skating teams, 

based at Dumfries Ice Bowl.  

Laura Brown (S5), Nicole 
Lough (S1) and myself, Chloe 

Williams (S1), are all keen 
skaters and love being part of 

the Solway Sk8ing experience.   

Also members of the Solway 
Synchronised Skating teams are 

Jennifer Clark, Nadine Coltart and 
Ines Wood (from two of our feeder 

primary schools - Wallace Hall and 
Penpont) and they compete and 

train alongside us.   
Synchronised skating combines 

the beauty and elegance of 

freestyle skating with the 
excitement of a team sport.  

However, it takes hours of hard 
work and dedication, both on and 

off the ice, to blend between 12 

and 16 skaters into one unit. 
Synchronised skating teaches you 

how to work together as a team 
and it is a great sport for keeping 

you fit and highlights the 

importance of dedication and 
commitment - valuable skills for the 

future. 
 Laura, Nicole and myself have 

compiled this feature to share our 
love of figure skating and hopefully 

encourage a few more Wallace Hall 

Academy pupils to try skating as a 
sport. 

Solway Sk8ing: 
Report by Laura Brown 
Synchronised skating is a 

relatively unknown sport for 

most people. It consists of a 
team of 12-16 skaters 

performing a series of required 

moves together with a piece of 
music usually three and a half 

minutes long, depending on 
which category the team are 

skating in. The teams are 
marked on the following 

categories: difficulty of steps 

used; the quality of skating; 
the shapes; the difficulty of 

element; the interpretation of 
music; and presentation.  

Dumfries Ice Bowl is home to 

three such teams of varying levels. 
I am in the Solway Stars, the oldest 

team. It is in the mixed age 
category. Solway Eclipse, the 

middle team, competes in the 
Novice A category. Solway 

Solway Sk8ing Success 
feature by Chloe Williams, Laura Brown and Nicole Lough 
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Lightning, the youngest team, 

competes in the Juvenile category. 
On the 17th of January all three 

teams travelled by bus to Sheffield 
for the British open competition. 

Solway Lightning were the first to 

compete on the 18th and did very 
well coming home with a silver 

medal. Both Stars and Eclipse 
competed on the 19th. Eclipse 

collected the gold for their 
category. We had 12 other teams 

in our category making it the 

largest one. We were first on to 
the ice where we achieved the 

highest score from a Dumfries 
team since the creation of the 

competition. Skating first makes it 

worse because you have to sit and 
watch all the other teams perform 

knowing that you’ve done all you 
can. You just have to hope that it 

has been enough. After about an 
hour and a half of waiting we were 

crowned British champions 2014.  

  More recently on the 13th-16th 
of March the Trophy D’Ecosse 

international competition was held 
in Dumfries for the 4th year 

running. It is the only international 

skating competition to be held in 
Scotland. 45 teams attended from 

Poland, France, Germany, 
England, Wales and Scotland.  On 

the 13th, as part of the opening 

ceremony, there was a flash mob 
and a parade through the centre 

of Dumfries. At this competition all 
three teams did extremely well 

again. Lightning achieved silver, 
Eclipse achieved gold and with 

Stars achieving a new PB, they 

again won gold. As well as being 
international gold and silver 

medallists, all three teams retained 
their status as Scottish Champions. 

Solway Eclipse: 
Report by Nicole Lough 
What a year it has been for the 

Solway Synchronised Skating 

teams! I only moved to Solway 
Eclipse as a reserve in October 

but it feels like I have been 
there forever because they 

welcomed me with open arms 

and it quickly felt that we 
were one big family. 

We train 3.5 hours a week as a 
team plus we have to do figure 

skating lessons which takes up 

roughly 4.5 hours a week. We also 

have a lot of cross overs within our 

club and I am one of them. A 
cross over is someone who skates 

in two teams. They can train for 
up to 11 hours a week. We skate 

before school and early on a 
Saturday morning. 

At the British Championships in 

Sheffield the atmosphere on the 
day was great. During the day our 

coaches took us outside to practise 
moves to help us hold onto the 

ice. When the time came to skate 

we felt excited and nervous. It’s an 
achievement in itself to get into 

that category because it is very 
hard to complete at such a high 

level. 

At Trophy D’Ecosse, held at our 
ice rink in Dumfries, unfortunately 

one of the girls was unwell and not 
able to skate so I had to compete 

in her place. I was very nervous. A 
French team, Les Comets, came 

with two people less than they 

needed for their category so they 
were moved into our category. We 

didn’t expect any competition so it 
was a shock to all of us, but we 

kept a positive attitude and skated 

our best. It felt amazing when we 

were waiting on the stand, all of 
us holding hands waiting to hear 

the score. We had not only beaten 
our score from the British 

championships, we’d came first.  
All the hard work had paid off. We 

got two gold medals, one for 

winning in our category and one 
for being Scottish Champions. We 

were all ecstatic! 

Competitions aren’t just about 
the skating. We also have a ceilidh 

with all the teams afterwards. 
That’s always great fun. We made 

a flash mob to the Proclaimers’ 
‘500 miles’ which was such fun to 

be a part of. We made good 

friends and had a laugh with the 
German team. We even got their 

Instagram names!  
This season has gone 

amazingly well and we have 

enjoyed every moment of our 
skating.  
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On the 1st April 2014, Wallace 

Hall’s U16s rugby team 
travelled to Stewartry rugby 

club to face Douglas Ewart in 
the final of the Brewin 

Dolphin Glasgow South Bowl. 

Douglas Ewart got off to a 
quick start with a 14-0 lead 

over Wallace Hall which was 
then taken to 14-5 with a try 

from Connor Barnes. At the 

end of the first half Douglas 

Ewart scored again to make 
the half time score 21-5.  

During half time the lads were 
disheartened and sure the game 

was lost but after an inspirational 

team talk they were raring to go. 
The team was fired up and took 

advantage of a large overlap on 
the outside which resulted in Ben 

Wicks going in for the try. Connor 
Barnes then took advantage of a 

slip in the defence, after a long 
kick from Ian Carlisle, kicking the 

ball then running on to narrowly 

score a try in the corner, this 
brought it to 21-17. With a few 

minutes left, Fraser Lethardy 
sucked in the defence and 

offloaded to Ben Wicks who ran 

from the half way line to score the 
final try of the match and clinch 

the game 24-21.  
Wallace Hall Academy U16s 

were the Glasgow South Bowl 
winners 2014. This is the first time 

for a number of years that a 

Wallace Hall team has won a 
fifteen aside rugby tournament 

and the boys are delighted with 
their achievement. 

U16s bring home  

the Brewin Bowl 
report by Reid Patterson and Fraser Lethardy 
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The Scottish Schools Curling 

Championship (SSCC) is an 

annual competition held to 
determine the best school 

curling team in Scotland.  This 
year Wallace Hall’s curling 

team was made up of Ross 

Whyte (S4) who was our Skip, 
Fraser Morton (S3) who was 

our Vice Skip, Cameron Parkin 
(S4) playing in second 

position and myself, Olivia 

McKeown (S2), playing in the 
lead position.  We got through 

to the SSCC by qualifying at 
Dumfries Ice Bowl by playing 

other school teams from the 
Dumfries region. 

The SSCC was held from the 
Friday 14th March to the Sunday 

17th March at Murrayfield Curling 
Rink in Edinburgh.  In the 
qualifiers, the first game we played 
was against Kinross High School 
which we won.  Our second game 
was against Brechin High School, 
which we also won.  On the 
Saturday, our team played  
Stranraer Academy’s second team 
and Nairn Academy.  We were 
delighted to win both these 
matches and this meant we had 
secured our place in the quarter 
finals.  

Our opposition in the quarter 
finals was Stranraer Academy’s 
first team.  After a great match, we 
were victorious, with this win 
taking us through to the semi-
finals.  This was a huge 
achievement as this Stranraer 

team is a very strong one and was 
tipped as one of the favourites to 
win overall. 

In the semi-finals we played 
against the Lockerbie Academy 
team, unfortunately losing this 
match.  The Lockerbie team went 
on to win the final and take the 
championship.  Overall, we were 
placed joint third with the team 
from Mary Erskine.  This was a 
great result for our team and one 
which we can be very proud of. 

Overall, it was a great weekend 
of curling for Dumfries and 
Galloway.  Graham Sloan, 
Development Officer and Coach, 
said:  “School curling is on the up 
and our programmes are well 
supported by the schools across 

the region.  Wallace Hall Academy 
has a very strong representation 

at Junior level and recently the 
school team qualified for the 

national finals.   
“The juniors are very 

committed and dedicated to 
training and attending 
competitions. 

“There are some very talented 
curlers coming out of Wallace 
Hall Academy and with the 
Olympics currently a huge feature 
within our sport we hope that it will 
inspire some of the up and coming 
talent to set their sights at the 
highest level.   
“The coaching team at the Ice 

Bowl would encourage all pupils 
and staff to come and try curling 
and get involved in our national 
sport.  There is some great info on 
the trycurling.com website for 

beginners"  

Scottish Schools Curling Championships 

Stationery Shop in the Library 
The following items of stationery are for sale in the School Library:  pencils (40p), pens (40p), erasers 
(40p), sharpeners (40p), protractors (50p), highlighters (40p), 15cm rulers (40p), 30cm rulers (40p) 
and 4GB data pens (£9.00).  As a result of pupil demand, scientific calculators (£10.00), headphones 
(£2.50), headphone jacks (50p) and jotters (60p) are also now on sale.   Any profit that is made from 
this venture goes towards purchasing new resources for the Library.   We also accept donations of 
good quality books for our Library, in particular junior fiction, senior fiction and study skills books.  

Please hand any book donations in to Mrs Menzies in the Library.  Any books that are not suitable for 
our shelves will be taken to a charity shop.  Thank you. 

Report by Olivia McKeown 

Ross Whyte, Cameron Parkin, Fraser Morton and Olivia McKeown 
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On the 12th of February 2014, I 

was part of a group of S1 to S3 
pupils who went on a school 

trip unlike any other.   

We left during registration and 
were soon quickly on our way.   

Whilst on the road we had an 
organised quiz in which 

the two winners got the 

opportunity to be ball 
boys for the match that 

night. Due to traffic 
issues, the journey took 

longer than expected. As 

a result of this delay, we 
knew the training time 

would have to be cut 
slightly.   However, this 

did not dampen the mood 

and we were eager to 
experience the facilities 

and training techniques of 
the Newcastle United team.  

On arriving at Newcastle United 
training grounds, we quickly 

changed into our football kit ready 

for our training session.  This was 
led by three Newcastle coaches. The 

training session was carefully 

adapted to suit the needs of football 

players of all abilities. Everyone was 
comfortable and enjoyed 

themselves. Once we had finished 
we were informed by Jordan, our 

guide for the day, that the 
previously allocated number of ball 

boys had been increased up to 12. 

The further ten pupils who were to 
be ball boys had been picked whilst 

we were training.  This was fantastic 
and gave even more of us an 

opportunity to get “up close” to the 

action. 
It was then time to move on to 

St James’ Park to have dinner and 
get ready to watch the Premier 

League clash between Newcastle 

United and Tottenham Hotspur.   

Everyone visited the club shop and 
was given the opportunity to 

purchase any Newcastle 

merchandise they wished before the 
match. After this we entered the 

stadium and were given our pre-

ordered dinner. Later, those who 

were lucky enough to be ball boys 
were whisked down the tunnel. 

They were given quick instructions 
on how to be a ball boy and were 

given tracksuits and a stool. 

Meanwhile, the rest of the pupils 
watched the players warm up and 

took their seats in anticipation of an 
enjoyable game. 

Unfortunately the game was 
controlled by Tottenham. 

They scored the first goal 

and continued to 
dominate from this point 

onwards. The Tottenham 
fans were boisterous 

throughout and egged 

their team to victory. The 
game finished 4-0 after 

Emmanuel Adebayor 
scored two goals, Paulinho 

got a goal and Nacer 

Chadli rounded off the 
scoring with an impressive 

strike which would later 
compete for goal of the month. 

We arrived home a little later 
than expected after a day that few 

will ever forget.   Thanks to Mr Mack 

for organising the trip and to the 
staff who came along to help out. 

Focusing on Football 
report by Niall Holden 
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The girls’ football teams have 
had a successful year, taking 

part in two regional 

tournaments and playing in a 
“friendly” (ask Chireille!) match 

against their rivals St Joseph’s 
College. Both the Junior and 

Senior teams just missed out 
qualifying for each of the 

tournament finals, however the 

girls did have the satisfaction of 
finally beating St Joseph’s 

College at the recent Cashback 

Sevens competition. 
There have been lots of new 

faces this year and it has been great 
to see so many girls taking part in 

the sport.  We will however be very 
sad to be losing our two stalwart 

veterans, Chireillle Scott and Claire 

Manson, at the end of term - a big 

thank you to both girls for their 
enthusiasm and help throughout the 

season. 
Chloe Williams, a member of the 

junior team, said:  “We really 

enjoyed playing on the pitch at 
Palmerston and coming second out 

of six teams was a great result.  We 
play football every Tuesday at 

lunchtime in the games hall, so 
come along if you fancy having a 

go.  

Girls’ Football 

Wallace Hall Academy’s House Captains 

organised two days of very successful 
inter-house sports matches recently 

involving teams of pupils from all three 
houses – Cairn, Nith, and Scaur.  

Students from across the year-groups had 

the chance to take part in football, 
basketball, volleyball and hockey matches, 

aiming to score as many points for their 
House as possible.  

Claire Manson, Scaur House Captain, 
said:  “The House matches were very well 

supported with lots of pupils volunteering to 

compete for their House.  Competition in all 
of the sports was fierce with Scaur coming 

out on top as the eventual winners.”   
Photograph on the right shows Scaur 

House Captains L - R: Kathryn Park, Emma 

Thomas, Nicola Bell, Claire Manson, Nicole 
Lough and Aleksei Wishart with Mr Dillon.  

More photographs on next two pages. 

Healthy competition in House sports  
report by Robert Guthrie 
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Inter-house Sports 
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Inter-house Sports 
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We hope you enjoy this edition of our school newsletter.  It is packed with articles and photographs 

highlighting all the good things taking place at Wallace Hall Academy along with features focusing 

on the achievements of our pupils and staff.  Thank you to all pupils, staff, parents and members of 

the community who have submitted articles and photographs for publication.  Thank you also to 

everyone who has helped proof-read and edit our newsletter. We are always really pleased to 

report on the successes and publish information about the many, varied interests of our young 

people.  If you have taken part in a competition, have an interesting hobby or if you have any 

pieces of work that you are proud of and would like published, please speak to Mrs Menzies in the 

Library and she will help with articles and photographs. 

On Saturday 10th March, a 

group of rugby enthusiasts 
from all years of the school 

travelled up to Edinburgh, by 
bus, to watch Scotland take on 

France in their last home 
game of the six nations. They 

were accompanied by Dr 

Fulton, Mr Harrison and a few 
parents.  

On the way there the bus 
stopped at Biggar and everybody 

was treated to a chip roll and a 
can of juice free of charge.  

Scotland got off to a flying start 
with Stuart Hogg scoring a try 

early in the first half. This was 

then followed by Tommy Seymour 
also scoring in the first half. With 

France keeping in touch by kicking 
their penalties, the game was on a 

knife edge. Scotland had the ball 

in the French half with a scoring 
opportunity out wide which was 

lost when France intercepted the 
ball and scored a full pitch try. A 

last minute penalty against 
Scotland saw France snatch the 

victory.  

Thanks to Dr Fulton for 
organising this event. Everybody 

thoroughly enjoyed it.    

Six Nations Rugby 
report by Fraser Lethardy and Donald Kennedy  

Three WHA pupils who play with Dumfries Saints Under 16s 

rugby team, Ian Carlisle, Donald Kennedy and Fraser 

Lethardy, have been selected to attend a rugby camp in 
Perpignan, Southern France for two weeks in late June.   

In order to attend this camp, the boys have to raise their own 
funds.  Ian, Donald and Fraser decided to organise a sponsored turbo 

cycle challenge which they completed at the final game of the season 
on Saturday 23rd March.  The boys cycled for an hour each and raised 

over £200.   Congratulations to the boys on being selected for the 

rugby camp and on their fundraising efforts.   
Over the coming months, the boys will be arranging further 

fundraising activities.  Please dig deep and help them raise the 
money for this fantastic opportunity. 

Cycling for Cash 
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The annual school Cross Country event was recently held on one of the few dry days we have had 
this year so far. The sun shone and a large number of competitors from across all year groups took 

part in the race. There was tough competition in all categories and the muddy conditions 

underfoot made it even more of a challenge for the competitors. However, all the competitors did 
very well, finishing strongly.  

 
The winners were as follows: S1 Girls – Chloe Williams; S1 Boys – Fergus Waugh; S2 Girls – Eloise Coombs; 

S2 Boys – Gavin Wilson; S3 Girls – Sarah Maxwell; S3 Boys – Robert Ponton; S4 Girls – Emily Morton; S4 Boys – 

Donald Kennedy; Senior Girls – Kathryn Park; Senior Boys – Cameron Scott.  
 

The top four in each race were then offered a place at the regional cross country event held in Newton 
Stewart. The pupils who went had a great day and enjoyed competing against all other schools in the region. 

Even though the sun was shining, there was still plenty of mud and water for the competitors to fight through. 
Our pupils certainly did well representing Wallace Hall Academy at the event.  

 

Some notable results are detailed below: 
S1—Chloe Williams 5th, Girls School Team prize 3rd 

S2—Eloise Coombs 1st, Mhairi Watret 2nd, Kathryn 
Philips 4th, Girls School Team prize 1st 

S3— Boys School Team  prize 3rd 

S4—Emily Morton 1st, Girls School Team prize 1st= 
S4—Donald Kennedy 2nd 

S5/6— Euan Murgatroyd 1st, Cameron Scott 3rd, 
Boys School Team prize 1st 

 
Mr Dillon, Learning Leader for Health and Wellbeing 

said: “All the pupils who represented Wallace Hall 

Academy ran really well and I was delighted with 
excellent results they achieved.  Well done to them 

all.”    

Report by Gillian Watret 
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Cross Country 
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Cross Country 
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Our year kicked off with the 

Burns Supper in January.  
Once again the event was 

successful with wonderful 
performances from pupils and 

informative and entertaining 

speakers.  We raised over 
£400 which will be added to 

our reserves.  Once again we 
ask school groups, projects, 

and departments to contact 

the Parent Council with ideas 
and suggestions for projects 

which they might like 
supported.  We will be 

considering formal bids later 
in the year.  

A sub-group of the Parent 

Council has been busy setting up 
and administering a new 

Facebook page.  This has gone 
quite well and we are keen for 

those who use Facebook to join.  

To find the page simply log into 
your Facebook account, search 

for the Wallace Hall Parent 
Council Group and then click the 

box to ‘join’.  For more details 
contact Donna Johnstone on 

07736617126. 

 We have been actively 

involved in the 3 to 18 (all 
through) school project.  We 

contributed to the general 
information leaflet and have been 

involved in many of the meetings.  

We encourage the involvement of 

all the cluster schools who will be 
able to share in the advantages 

which will be directly experienced 
by Wallace Hall Primary operating 

in the same building as the 

secondary school.  
At our February meeting, we 

heard a presentation from 
representatives of the Pupil 

Council, and this was followed up 

by some of our own members 
attending the Pupil Council 

meeting in school.  It is 
interesting to note the vast range 

of topics which are discussed by 
the Pupil Council and the 

standard of presentation is 

impressive.  There is a direct link 
to the Senior Management Team 

in the school and the feedback on 
the implementation of 

suggestions is encouraging.  It 

has been agreed by both Councils 
that representatives of each will 

attend meetings of the other on 
an on-going basis.  

The Parent Council has heard 
presentations and has been 

involved in further discussions on 

the new curriculum brought about 
by Curriculum for Excellence.  

This has meant some significant 
changes to timetables and of 

course particular changes in the 

exams (currently mainly National 

Fours and National Fives) which 
have replaced Standard Grades.  

The Parent Council has held lively 

discussions on these topics and 
information has been passed on 

to the school.  We are currently 
setting up a project to prepare a 

general information leaflet for 
parents on the new curriculum 

and exams.  This should be 

available in late May/early June.  
At our last meeting we heard 

an excellent presentation from 
David Dillon on Health and 

Wellbeing at Wallace Hall 

Academy. There are junior and 
senior Health & Wellbeing 

committees within the school and 
these give the pupils the 

opportunity to voice their opinions 
on relevant subjects.  The 

curriculum has been widened to 

include additional sporting 
activities such as kayaking and 

mountain biking.  A School of 
Nutrition Action Group (SNAG) 

has been formed.  The committee 

intends to look at specific areas 
where parental awareness will be 

the next topic.  
As a Parent Council we plan to 

hold another First Aid 

presentation for parents over the 
next few months.  This was well 

received when we held a similar 
evening last year and we invite as 

many parents as possible to 
attend.  Look out for the date 

which will be published shortly 

after Easter.  
Finally, with some colleagues I 

was delighted to be involved in 
the selection and appointment of 

Lesley Wilson as a Depute 

Headteacher at Wallace Hall 
Academy.  It is encouraging that 

both the local authority and the 
school allow representatives from 

the Parent Council to be actively 
involved in the selection process 

along with pupils and other staff 

colleagues.  We wish Lesley well 
in her new post.  

 
Brian Johnstone, Chairman 
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